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Abstract

Spacecraft at low Earth orbit spacecraft typically

experience rapid transitions between hot (solar

irradiance) and cold (Earth shadow) environments

during their sub-100 minute orbital period. 

Smallsats and subcomponents undergo rapid

temperature changes, sometimes in excess of

30°C/min.  These thermal ramp rates are

unachievable by typical thermal vacuum test

systems. 

Here we present a novel shroud insert to achieve

rapid transitions between hot and cold orbital

environments in a standard thermal vacuum

systems.  This insert is simple, inexpensive, and

easy to install.  This approach allows for using

existing thermal vacuum systems to accommodate

thermal vacuum shock testing of nanosatellites

and subcomponents and signiHcantly reduce

overall thermal vacuum test duration.

LEO Orbit

Orbital period less than 128 min. Typically 90-

95 min for nano sats (90 min s/c orbit plotted

below)

Surface temperature ramp rates up to 30°C/min

(23°C/min below)

The typical ramp rates observed during Night are

not achievable with conventional TVAC systems. 

With the presented shroud insert, simulating these

types of orbits is now achievable and practical. 

Overall standard ramp/soak thermal vacuum

cycling test duration can be reduced by

approximately 30% to increase system throughput.

TVAC Testing

Best practices for qualiHcation of spacecraft and

subcomponents involves “test as you Ny”, subjecting

spacecraft and subcomponents to pre-Night testing as

similar as possible to predicted orbital environmental

characteristics.  

Typical thermal vacuum systems include a thermally

controlled platen and optionally a thermally controlled

shroud to control the conductive and radiative

environment seen by the test article.

Thermal Shroud Insert

Our shroud insert works by rapidly changing the

radiative thermal environment using foldable shrouds

with electrical heaters. Our invention is self-contained,

scalable, and does not require changing TVC design. It

could be installed in almost any existing TVC. It

converts any TVC into a thermal-vacuum shock

chamber with minimum efforts.  An example shroud

insert in the hot(deployed conHguration, left) and cold

(retracted conHguration, right) conHguration is shown

below.
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Improved Thermal

Response

By rapidly changing the radiative thermal

environment, signiHcantly faster test article ramp

rates were achievable than with traditional platen

and shroud conHgurations.   This difference in

ramp times is illustrated in the Figure above.

 

It also signiHcantly reduces overall thermal

vacuum test duration.

Innovative Testing

Induced Thermal Gradients

By combining our shroud insert with the existing

thermally controllable environment in a traditional

TVAC system, we can induce consequential

thermal gradients across a test article. 

Below, we can induce a 22°C gradient across the

test article by mounting the test article on

thermally conductive standoffs to the cold platen,

while encased by six hot shroud inserts.  This can

help identify workmanship defects such as solder

cold joint failure and potting compound creep

strain.

Transient Analysis

Because of the fast transition between hot and

cold radiative environments, the transition time

scale is similar to in-Night conditions.  This allows

for veriHcation of thermal transient behavior in a

TVAC system.
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